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Abstract. Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) requires considerable com-
puter power to solve complex mathematical equations to obtain a forecast based
on current weather conditions. In this article, we propose a lightweight data-
driven weather forecasting model by exploring state-of-the-art deep learning
techniques based on Artificial Neural Network (ANN). Weather information is
captured by time-series data and thus, we explore the latest Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) layered model, which is a specialised form of Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) for weather prediction. The aim of this research is to
develop and evaluate a short-term weather forecasting model using the LSTM
and evaluate the accuracy compared to the well-established Weather Research
and Forecasting (WRF) NWP model. The proposed deep model consists of
stacked LSTM layers that uses surface weather parameters over a given period
of time for weather forecasting. The model is experimented with different
number of LSTM layers, optimisers, and learning rates and optimised for
effective short-term weather predictions. Our experiment shows that the pro-
posed lightweight model produces better results compared to the well-known
and complex WRF model, demonstrating its potential for efficient and accurate
short-term weather forecasting.

Keywords: Long Short-Term Memory � Numerical Weather Prediction �
WRF � Surface weather parameters � Time-series data analysis

1 Introduction

Weather forecasting refers to the scientific process of predicting the state of the atmo-
sphere based on specific time frames and locations [1]. Numerical Weather Prediction
(NWP) utilises computer algorithms to provide a forecast based on current weather
conditions by solving large systems of non-linear mathematical equations, which are
based on specific mathematical models [2]. Meteorology adopted a more quantitative
approach with the advance of technology and computer science, and forecast models
became more accessible to researchers, forecasters, and other stakeholders. Many NWP
systems were developed in recent years, such as Weather Research and Forecasting
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(WRF) model, where increasing high performance computing power has facilitated the
enhancement and the introduction of regional or limited area models [3]. As a conse-
quence, the WRF model became the world’s most-used atmospheric NWP model due to
its higher resolution rate, accuracy, open source nature, community support, and wide
variety of usability within different domains [4, 5].

According to [1], data-driven computer modelling systems can be utilised to reduce
the computational power of NWPs. In particular, Artificial Neural Network (ANN) can
be used for this purpose due to their adaptive nature and learning capabilities based on
prior knowledge. This feature makes the ANN techniques very appealing in application
domains for solving highly nonlinear phenomena. Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNN) and deep learning have attracted considerable attention due to their superior
performance [6]. Deep learning allows stacked neural networks and includes several
layers as part of overall composition known as nodes. The computation takes place at
the node level, since it allows the combination of data input through a set of weights.
Subsequently, the activation function gets established on the basis of input-weight
products while signal progresses take place in the network [7].

Figure 1 depicts a general overview of the proposed research. More specifically, the
proposed weather prediction model is defined on the Long Short-Term memory
(LSTM), a specialised form of the RNN, for weather prediction. The performance of
the proposed model is subsequently compared to the well-established WRF model to
assess and evaluate its computational efficiency and accuracy.

2 Weather Research and Forecasting Model

The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model was developed by Norwegian
physicist Vilhelm Bjerknes and applied various thermodynamic equations so that
numerical weather-based predictions can be made mainly through different vertical
levels [8]. The primary role of the WRF was to carry out analysis focusing on climate
time scale via linking physics data between land, atmosphere and ocean. The WRF
model became the world’s most-used atmospheric model since its initial public release
was in the year 2000 [5].

Fig. 1. Overview of the research (Data, processes, and dataflow show in green rectangles, blue
rounded rectangles, and arrows respectively) (Color figure online)
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The WRF model needs to run in two different modes to extract time-series data.
Firstly, historical weather data are collected and subsequently, predicted weather data is
identified for evaluation purposes. GRIdded Binary (GRIB) data are a concise data
format commonly used in meteorology to store historical and forecast weather data
[9, 10]. Global Forecast System (GFS) GRIB data provides 0.25° resolution and
available to download every three hours freely [11]. Therefore, the GFS three hourly
data are selected for this project, with a horizontal resolution set to 27 km.

One of the primary challenges in the WRF is its requirement for massive com-
putational power to solve the equations that describe the atmosphere. Furthermore,
atmospheric processes are associated with highly chaotic dynamical systems, which
causes a limited model accuracy. As a consequence, the model forecast capabilities are
less reliable as the difference between current time and the forecast time increases
[1, 12]. In addition, the WRF is a large and complex model with different versions and
applications, which lead to the need for greater understanding of the model, its
implementation and the different option associated with its execution [5]. The GFS
0.25° dataset is the freely available highest resolution dataset for the WRF model. This
allows the user to forecast weather data at a horizontal resolution about 27 km [10, 11].
This implies that the user can predict data with increased accuracy up to 27 km. The
model calculates the lesser resolution data based on results obtained. Thus, the model
provides better results for long-range forecast and not for a selected geographical
region, such as a farm, school, places of interest, and so on [5, 9, 13].

This article proposes a novel lightweight weather prediction model that could run
on a standalone PC for accurate short-term weather prediction and could easily be
deployed in a selected geographical region. As depicted in Fig. 2, the proposed model
is based on state-of-the-art deep learning techniques that use Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) and modern LSTM layers.

3 Proposed Deep Model Using Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) Network

The approach discussed in this work is based on temporal weather data to identify the
patterns and produces weather predictions. As discussed above, we use the state-of-the-
art Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), which is a specialised form of Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) and it is widely applied to handle temporal data. The key
concepts of the LSTM have the ability to learn long-term dependencies by incorpo-
rating memory units. These memory units allow the network to learn, forget previously
hidden states, and update hidden states [6, 7, 14].
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Figure 2a shows the proposed lightweight model consisting of stacked LSTM
layers for weather forecasting using surface weather parameters. Table 1 describes the
surface weather parameters, which are used as the input parameters. The model pro-
vides outputs, which are the predicted weather parameters.

Figure 2b shows the LSTM memory architecture used in our model. More
specifically, the proposed model has the input vector xt = [p1, p2, p3 … p10] at a given
timestep t, which consists of 10 different (p1, p2 … p10) weather parameters. In the
given time t, the model is updated the memory cells for long-term ct�1 and short-term
ht�1 recall from the previous timestep t � 1 via:

it ¼ tanh wxixt þwhiht�1 þ bið Þ
jt ¼ sigm wxjxt þwhiht�1 þ bj

� �

ft ¼ sigm wxf xt þwhf ht�1 þ bf
� �

ot ¼ tanh wxoxt þwhoht�1 þ boð Þ
ct ¼ ct�1 � ft þ it � jt

ht ¼ tanh ctð Þ � ot

ð1Þ

The notations of Eq. 1 are: w�-weight matrices, b�-biases, �-element-wise vector
product, it-input gate and jt-input moderation gate contributing to memory, ft-forget
gate, and ot-output gate as a multiplier between memory gates. To allow the LSTM to
make complex decisions over a short period of time, there are two types of hidden
states, namely ct and ht [6, 15]. The LSTM has the ability to selectively consider its
current inputs or forgets its previous memory by switching the gates it and ft. Similarly,
the output gate ot learns how much memory cell ct needs to be transferred to the hidden
state ht. Compared to the RNN, these additional memory cells give the ability to learn
enormously complex and long-term temporal dynamics with the LSTM. We use Keras
to implement the proposed model using LSTM [14, 16, 17].

a) Proposed Weather Prediction Model b) LSTM memory cell [6]

Fig. 2. (a) Proposed layered LSTM and (b) LSTM memory cell used for this research
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4 Methodology

4.1 Surface Weather Parameters

For monitoring and forecasting purposes, the surface weather parameters are observed
and reported in [18]. The surface parameters of wind direction and wind speed can be
calculated from the WRF surface variables U10 and V10 [4]. Table 1 shows the surface
weather parameters which are utilised in this research. The XLAT - Reference Latitude
and XLONG - Reference Longitude parameters are used with each data point for the
location identification.

4.2 Data Collection and Preparation

As described in Sects. 2 and 4.1, the GRIB data is used to run the WRF model and
extract data for the 12 weather parameters for the period of January 2018 to May 2018.
This is used as the training dataset to train the proposed models. Similarly, the June
2018 data is extracted to test the network. This is used to test different trained AI
models to identify the best model for forecasting. The July 2018 dataset is also
extracted as the evaluation dataset set which is used as the ground truth to compare
perdition from the best model. The WRF model is being run in forecast mode using the
same format GRIB data for the month of July 2018 to evaluate the overall model (WRF
prediction).

The training data set has been normalised to keep each value in between −1 and 1
and the same maximum and minimum variable values are used to normalise the testing
data set and the evaluation data set. Then apply the sliding window method for each
dataset based on seven days data to train and next 3 h data as the model’s output. The
capacity of the final training dataset became 6.5 GB and the testing dataset 0.27 GB.

Table 1. Surface weather parameters (10 identified variables used by our model)

Variable Description Measuring unit

TSK Skin temperature or surface temperature oK
PSFC Surface pressure Pa
U10 X component of wind at 10 m m/s
V10 Y component of wind at 10 m m/s
Q2 2-m specific humidity kg/kg
Rainc Convective rain (Accumulated precipitation) mm
Rainnc Non-convective rain mm
Snow Snow water equivalent kg/m2

TSLB Soil temperature oK
SMOIS Soil Moisture m3/m3
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4.3 Proposed Model with Optimal Number of LSTM Layers

Several different configurations have been utilised to train and test the proposed
models. Figure 2a depicts the general architecture of the proposed model. Each layer
consists of a number of nodes. Optimises are generally used in deep learning networks
to minimise a given cost function by updating the model parameters such as weights
and bias values. For better learning, it is often useful to reduce learning rates as the
training progresses when training a deep network. This can be achieved by using
adaptive learning rate methods [14]. Therefore, the fixed learning rate and adaptive
learning rate methods have been explored to train the proposed deep models.

The proposed model is evaluated using two different types, namely multi-input
multi-output (MIMO) and multi-input single-output (MISO). In the MIMO, all 10
variables are fed into the network, which are expected to predict the same 10 variables
as the output. In contrast, in the MISO approach, all 10 variables are fed into the
network with a single variable output. In the MIMO, only one model is required for
weather forecasting involving 10 different variables. Whereas, in the MISO, 10 dif-
ferent models are required as each of them is trained to predict a particular weather
parameter with all 10 variables as input. Figure 3 depicts the basic arrangement of the
MIMO and the MISO. The both MIMO and MISO classifications are utilised within
these experiments.

The most common metrics for evaluating regression models include Mean Squared
Error (MSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and
Explained Variance (EV) [19]. In this work, we use the MSE to evaluate the models.
As described in Sect. 4.3, there are different deep learning models, which are trained
with different optimisers, different learning rates and regressions (MIMO and MISO).
These models are evaluated using the June 2018 data to select the best model or a
model with the lease MSE, which can be used as a tool for future forecasting. The
selected best model is used to forecast the weather parameters for the July 2018 data
(Model Prediction) and the model predicted values are evaluated with respect to the
ground truth. Similarly, the WRF model has been run in forecast mode using the same
format GRIB data for the month of July 2018 (WRF Prediction). These WRF predicted
values are evaluated with respect to the ground truth. Finally, we compare the model
prediction and WRF perdition to determine the possibility to use a deep learning model
for weather forecasting.

a) MIMO layout b) MISO layout

Fig. 3. Further classifications - MIMO and MISO
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5 Results and Discussion

As described in Sect. 4.3, deep learning models are trained with different configura-
tions and controls. The results are subsequently evaluated via the Mean Squared Error
(MSE). This is used to assess the least error model and after comparing all evaluation
reports. The least MSE for the MIMO is identified in the configuration with three
LSTM layers, with the respective number of nodes 128, 512, and 256. We use the SGD
optimizer with fixed learning rate of 0.01 to optimize the MSE regression loss function.
The model is trained for 230 epochs for optimum performance.

The best values for each variable for the MISO are found in different configurations
with different optimisers. Figure 4 graphically represents the comparison of MSE in
each variable for both MIMO and MISO. As per Fig. 4, there is no significant dif-
ference between MSE values for each variable between the MIMO and the MISO.
These differences are less than 0.04 for each variable. These error figures are signifi-
cantly smaller, and the MISO requires 10 different models for the prediction of 10
different weather parameters. Therefore, we consider the MIMO model since it is much
more efficient (only one model to run) than running 10 different models of MISO.

As described in Sect. 4.3, the July 2018 weather data are utilised to get weather
prediction using the same format described in Sect. 4.2. Similarly, the WRF model is
run in forecast mode using the July 2018 data to compare results. Both WRF and model
predicted values are compared with respect to the ground truth and calculated the MSE.
Table 2 represents the MSE comparison values for each variable.

When comparing the Table 2 figures, the proposed deep model provides compar-
atively best results in eight occasions out of 10. The WRF model provides the best
results for the Snow and Soil Moisture (SMOIS) variables. In both occasions, these
error figures are quite small. For example, MSE for the variable snow is
0.0168574 kg/m2. This is quite a small and therefore, negligible. Similarly, the SMOIS
has got a minimal and negligible error value.

Fig. 4. Comparison of MIMO and MISO

Table 2. Comparison of models (Less MSE is
better)

Parameter MSE
WRF model Deep model

TSK 4.0209727 2.7882845
PSFC 227869.02 123881.22
U10 10.540705 5.327054
V10 12.0824 4.6248293
Q2 1.11172e−6 7.716598e−7

Rainc 15.942339 0.11341145
Rainnc 18.627722 0.83847433
Snow 0.0 0.016857434
TSLB 8.140333 2.6088953
SMOIS 8.52319e−5 2.4246839e−5
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we demonstrate that the proposed lightweight deep model can be utilised
for short-term weather forecasting. The model outperformed the state-of-the-art WRF
model. The proposed model could run on a standalone computer unit and it could easily
be deployed in a selected geographical region. Furthermore, the proposed model is able
to overcome some challenges within the WRF model, such as the understanding of the
model and its installation, as well as its running and portability. In particular, the deep
model is portable and can be easily installed into a Python environment for an effective
results [9, 14]. This process is highly efficient compared to the WRF model.

This research is carried out using ten different surface weather parameters and an
increased number of inputs would probably lead to enhanced results. However, it will
increase the model complexity requiring a large number of parameters to estimate.
Furthermore, January to May weather data is utilised to train the deep model and the
increase in the size of training dataset could help towards an improved results in a deep
learning network [14]. Besides, we used the MIMO approach within this research to
predict weather data. Figure 4 shows that the MISO approach produces better MSE
values compared to the MIMO. Therefore, there is a huge potential that the MISO
approach will increase the accuracy of the results even this method is less efficient
compared to the MIMO. These are our future experimentation.
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